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2020-08-11 meeting agenda and minutes
#1

During the TOC meeting at 29-July-2020, the community approved the following items which are related to all projects/repos:

All gerrit code submissions to include at least 1 Jira issue.  This is for tracking purposes.  This creates a Link between gerrit submissions and Jira 
issues.  git-review add the "Issue-ID: JIRA"
License scans are not done until one or two weeks prior to a release.  We require more time.  LF does not scan SCP repos.  That leaves those 
repos open. LF does have a tool called nexus iq.  People have been using that to do license scans.  Because of the language the security 
vulnerability may not be helpful for Java but for Go C++ is not as helpful.  Requesting all the repos to add this nexus iq job.  Action item for repo 

.  There are samples available for you to follow.owners is to define a job  Xiaohua Zhang check the sample and create the JJB to check the 
license. : O-RAN Developer's Guide to CI Resources and Processes at the LF#ConfigureProjectforNexusIQ(CLM)Analysis
Adopting semantic versioning for the artifacts (libraries and docker images and use it for the artifacts).  The action item is for the developers and 
contributors in the future please use major, minor, and patch versioning.  We can write some best practices in the future but this is the 
format.  Another action item is what will be the best way to verify a version.

           will consider how to adope the version management for INF deliverables, currently it is a little different with the other project deliverable Bin Yang
(libraries and docker images).

#2

SMO has been approved.

Links for SMO:

Service Management and Orchestration (SMO)
Cherry SMO (with future items in rel D "Dawn" or beyond)

How to enable the INF by SMO ??? 

#3

AT&T lab, no update, because the HW issue (ODU-LOW team is still blocked by enable the FPGA card)

Need check with ODU-LOW team for the next step.

#4 User

The team from HSC is trying to install the INF iso image, and because of the BIOS UEFI issue, they met some problems. Will file a JIRA, and the INF team 
will address this issue in Cherry release.

#5 Cherry status

Controller 0 and 1 can be installed correctly.
Controller 1 could be showed as "available".
When configure the Controller 1, using the "host if-list", could not show the NIC information. So can't do the "unlock" actions.
Still under investigation.
Related JIRA (to be filled)

https://wiki.o-ran-sc.org/display/~Xiaohua626
https://wiki.o-ran-sc.org/display/ORAN/O-RAN+Developer%27s+Guide+to+CI+Resources+and+Processes+at+the+LF#ORANDeveloper'sGuidetoCIResourcesandProcessesattheLF-ConfigureProjectforNexusIQ(CLM)Analysis
https://wiki.o-ran-sc.org/display/~biny993
https://wiki.o-ran-sc.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=20876079
https://wiki.o-ran-sc.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=20875862
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